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Executive Summary 
The Applied Geomatics Research Group (AGRG) of the Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC) developed 

a web-based Emergency Coastal Flooding Decision Support System to present coastal flood risk from 

storm surges and long term sea-level rise in the Maritimes. The project was funded by the Canadian Safety 

and Security Program, a federal program led by Defence Research and Development Canada’s Centre for 

Security Science (DRDC CSS), in partnership with Public Safety Canada and was locally managed by the 

Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources, Mineral Resources Branch. The web-based mapping 

system uses existing high-resolution lidar elevation surveys of coastal areas where flood risk maps have 

been developed. AGRG has been developing flood risk maps from lidar elevation models for the last 

decade and this tool finally allows these maps to be accessed by Emergency Management Officials (EMO) 

and other government officials when a storm surge is predicted or for assessing risk to long term sea-level 

rise. Other partners include Environment and Climate Change Canada who provide the 10-day storm surge 

predictions based on DalCoast, which was developed at Dalhousie University for Atlantic Canada. The 

system integrates the predicted surge water levels with predicted tide levels obtained from the 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans to produce total water levels (tide + surge). These water level 

elevations are referenced to what is known as chart datum (tide tables), typically representing the 

elevation of the lowest possible tide which changes from harbour to harbour, and are converted to a 

common reference datum that is used for topographic maps and the lidar elevations and flood layers. 

Once the total water elevation is calculated and selected, the system retrieves the corresponding flood 

layer and displays it over the lidar shaded relief map, or an aerial photo, or other background maps so 

officials can see what areas may get flooded. The prediction does not account for waves and wave run-up 

so the user may want to add an additional 0.5 - 1.5 m to the total water level prediction. This can be 

accomplished by using the vertical slider bar to change the flood level manually. This application allows 

any flood level up to 12 m to be selected, so one can look at vulnerable areas in the future considering 

different relative sea-level rise predictions. Other spatial analysis tools include the ability to display and 

query the flood depth and to identify flooded critical infrastructure and roads. 

The Development Team at NSCC-AGRG: 

Dr. Tim Webster – Principal Investigator – project conception and general design; David Kristansen – Lead 

Web-Developer; Nathan Crowell – Lidar and Flood layer development; Jesse Siegel – GIS & Web- 

Developer; Charity Robicheau – GIS, Testing and Documentation; Kevin McGuigan & Matt Roscoe – 

Tsunami Web-Developers. 
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1 Introduction 

Canada has over 243,000 kilometres of coastline, 11,100 kilometres of which belongs to the Maritime 

provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island (PEI). Anthropogenic activities 

established on the coast, including transportation routes, accounts for one-third of Canada’s Gross 

National product (GNP). Approximately seven million Canadians live in coastal areas and coastal 

infrastructure is essential for trade, transportation and tourism, and is the backbone of many coastal 

municipalities. Especially in Maritime Canada, these coastal zones are increasingly under threat due to 

climate change and its consequences: sea-level rise (SLR), and consequently, storm surges and tsunamis 

(although a low risk). The most recent report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 

Assessment Report Assessment Report 5 (AR5) has projected global mean sea-level (GMSL) to rise 

between 26 and 82 cm by the year 2100, taking into account accelerated loss of ice mass from the 

Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets (Church et al, 2013).  

Recent research findings generated from the Antarctic Ice Sheet Project indicate that during 2002 – 2016 

the Antarctic ice sheet experienced ice loss at a rate of -103.0+-35.4 gigatonne/yr, corresponding to an 

equivalent rise in GMSL of 0.10 - 0.29 mm/yr (Groh & Horwath, 2016). During the twentieth century, sea-

level in Nova Scotia rose approximately 30 cm and researchers expect an additional increase from 70 to 

140 cm over the next century depending on greenhouse gas emissions, ice-cap melting rates and land 

subsidence (Government of Nova Scotia, 2009). These accelerated changes in sea-level rise will expedite 

the impacts on our coastal communities. Regional sea-level rise scenarios have been developed by the 

Geological Survey of Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada. These scenarios are based on IPCC AR5 

and take into account glacial isostatic adjustement (GIA), which is the delayed response of the Earth to 

surface unloading caused by deglaciation at the end of the last Ice Age (Han et al., 2016). Regional SLR 

scenarios range from 0.5 m along the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence to more than 1 m along the 

coast of Nova Scotia (Zhai et al., 2015). 

Storms are often accompanied by storm surges which develop when water levels and waves driven by 

high winds and low pressure accumulate onshore. The combination of intense storms along with GMSL 

rise will produce more immense storm surge flooding which in turn will be carried farther inland. The 

greatest areas of coastal sensitivity to SLR was first established by Shaw et al (1998) and includes most of 

the coastline of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward. Since this time, advances in mapping 

technologies like airborne lidar (Light Detection and Ranging) has enabled studies in coastal erosion and 

flood risk potential to become more refined and more accurate. Currently, storm surges in the Maritimes 
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range from 1-2 m, but as SLR continues this range may increase. A study by Webster and Forbes (2005) 

highlighted the benefits of using lidar technology with a vertical precision fine enough to generate terrain 

models of sufficient accuracy and resolution in order to produce flood risk maps. In the 2009 State of Nova 

Scotia’s Coast Report, the government of Nova Scotia identified high-resolution topographic mapping of 

flood-prone areas as an information gap in present efforts to protect Nova Scotian’s from hazards caused 

by SLR and storm events (Government of Nova Scotia, 2009).  

Over the past decade, AGRG has carried out several flood risk mapping studies throughout the Maritimes, 

highlighting the vulnerability of coastal infrastructure and the urgency to adapt existing climate change 

plans. Lidar coverage areas in NB were studied to depict areas vulnerable to sea-level rise and assess 

potential impact to ecosystems such as salt marshes and coastal dunes and cultural features such as 

homes, businesses, municipal infrastructure, and historic sites in low-lying areas (Webster et al., 2006). 

Flood risk analysis for Charlottetown and Stratford, PEI used recorded water levels to model the storm of 

January 2000 which caused considerable damage to the downtown areas (Webster et al., 2004; Webster 

and MacDonald, 2010). These recorded water levels were used as baseline to further project 50 and 100 

year return period storms in both areas. The NS lidar coverage areas of the Chignecto Isthmus, Lunenburg, 

Oxford-Port Howe, District of Yarmouth and Minas Basin were part of the Regional Adaptation 

Collaborative (RAC) commissioned by the Atlantic Climate Solutions Association (ACASA). The project 

aimed to address sensitivity to future sea-level rise, coastal erosion and flooding and used benchmark 

storm water levels recorded from past flooding events as well as time series data to calculate the water 

level of the 100 year storm events at a 95% probability of occurrence under different relative sea-level 

rise (RSL) conditions (Webster et al., 2012). Flood layers at 0.10 m increments were also generated for 

this project and included a simulation of a dyke breaching. All studies carried out by AGRG used high 

resolution lidar-derived elevation models as the base for the flood risk mapping, demonstrating the 

significance of this technology for flood risk mapping applications. 

Recent extreme weather events further stress the need for re-thinking existing action plans and practices 

regarding climate change and its threat to coastal communities. On September 29, 2003, Hurricane Juan 

ravaged Halifax, NS and Charlottetown, PEI. A 1.63 m storm surge was recorded in Halifax and water levels 

reached 2.9 m above chart datum, the highest water level recorded to date at this location (Lemmon, 

2016). Eight people perished during this time and Halifax experienced extensive damage to the downtown 

waterfront, an estimated total cost of $30,900,000 just from damages occurring from the storm surge 

(Lemmon, 2016). In February of 2017, the Maritimes were hit with an intense storm bringing heavy snow 
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and powerful wind gusts up to 120 km/hr. Storm surges and coastal flooding were documented 

throughout Nova Scotia including Shelburne, Cape Sable Island, Liverpool and Halifax (Mitchell, 2017). 

Increases in sea surface temperatures as a result of a warming global climate have been strongly 

correlated to storm intensity and longevity (Kirtman et al., 2013), which in turn accentuates the 

vulnerability of Maritime Canada’s invaluable coastal ecosystems, communities and resources.  

1.1 Project Background 

In Canada, emergency management is based on four interconnected yet distinct pillars: mitigation, 

preparedness, response and recovery (EMO Nova Scotia, 2009) and planning for emergency situations 

requires collaboration with all levels of government and their associated organizations, although it is 

primarily implemented at the municipal level. This project falls on both the mitigation and preparedness 

pillars. In order to mitigate the risk of coastal communities and infrastructure to flooding, emergency 

management officials (EMO’s) and other decision makers need to be able to accurately translate a storm 

surge or tsunami warning into land elevations to visualize potential areas of inundation. To accomplish 

this, many factors must be accounted for that are based on sound scientific data. A system is needed 

where officials can obtain information about the possible extent of coastal flooding inundation as a result 

of a predicted high water event (storm surge or tsunami), assess what critical infrastructure may be at 

risk, assess transportation closures and alternative routes, assess possible mass evacuation routes of 

people at risk and enhance situational awareness of the pending event. Currently, decision makers do not 

have these visualization tools essential to making these life-threatening decisions, until the development 

of the Emergency Coastal Flooding Decision Support System.  

To aid EMO’s in their operational procedures, a coastal flood risk mapping tool was developed as a support 

system for decision makers. As storm surges occur within Maritime Canada in the range of 1-2 m, elevation 

data acquired by lidar is required to accurately predict their impact along coastal communities as these 

datasets have vertical accuracies better than 30 cm at 1-2 m horizontal resolution. This web-based 

mapping application utilizes GIS coastal flood inundation layers derived from lidar-based elevation 

models. Once a warning of a storm surge is issued by Environment Canada, local EMO officials are now 

able to view the predicted surge level and expected date of the event in a particular lidar coverage area, 

and the application provides a map of the potential flooding scenario. The flood layer can be intersected 

by critical infrastructure through geographic information systems (GIS) analysis of layers including road 

networks, emergency depots and health facilities. In the application, the predicted tide and predicted 

surge is added to produce the total water level (TWL). The TWL is then converted from chart datum to the 
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land datum, the Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28), to determine the correct flood 

inundation layer relative to land. Where the lidar data exists, the depth of the flood water can be 

calculated and overlaid and queried with critical infrastructure to determine the risk and public safety 

options (evacuation, alternative routes).  

1.2 Project Partners 

The success of this project was planned to be contributed to by twelve partners in various departments 

of the federal and provincial governments (Table 2). The project was funded by the Canadian Safety and 

Security Program, a federally funded program led by Defense Research and Development Canada’s Centre 

for Security Science (DRDC CSS), in partnership with Public Safety Canada and was locally managed by 

Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources, Mineral Resources branch. 

Table 1 – Partners involved in the development of the web mapping application 

Partner Contribution 
Lead Government Agency: Nova Scotia Department of Natural 
Resources (NSDNR) 

Project management 

Nova Scotia Justice Emergency Management Office (EMO NS)  

Service Nova Scotia and Municipal Relations  Data and support 
Nova Scotia Environment, Climate Change Directorate Funding 
Nova Scotia Health and Wellness, Health Services Emergency 
Management 

Data 

PEI Department of Environment, labour and Justice, Office of Public 
Safety 

Data 

PEI Department of Environment, Labour and Justice, Climate Change 
and Air Management Section 

 

New Brunswick Public Safety, Emergency Measures Organization  
Service New Brunswick, Topographic Infrastructure  
New Brunswick Local Government and Climate Change  
Meteorological Services Canada (Environment Canada (EC)) Storm surge and predicted 

tide data 
Canadian Hydrographic Service (Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
(DFO)) 

Provided conversion to 
CGVD28 offsets 

 

1.3 Study Area 

A total of sixteen study areas encompassing numerous coastal communities situated throughout the 

Maritime provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island (Figure 1) were selected 
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based on availability of existing lidar data in the AGRG inventory and previous flood risk studies. Other 

groups were asked to provide flood layers but due to various reasons were not supplied for this project. 

Table 1 describes the extent of each study area, lidar survey date, extent of coverage as well as the lidar 

operator/provider and system used to acquire these data. 

Table 2 – Extent of coverage and acquisition year for lidar surveys. 

Lidar Coverage 
Area 

Survey Year Lidar 
Coverage 

Extent 
(km²) 

Lidar system 
operator/provider 

Lidar system 

Amherst, NS 2009 799 AGRG ALTM3100 

Antigonish, NS 2008 794 AGRG ALTM3100 

Bouctouche, NB 2003 & 

2004 

52 Terra Remote Sensing Mark I & Mark II 

Cape Breton, NS 2008 274 TerraPoint Optech 

Cape Jourimain, NB 2004 26 Terra Remote Sensing Mark II 

Cap-Lumiere, NB 2003 52 Terra Remote Sensing Mark I 

Cap-Pele, NB 2003 169 Terra Remote Sensing  Mark I 

Charlottetown, PE 2010 657 AGRG ALTM3100 

Cocagne, NB 2003 34 Terra Remote Sensing Mark I 

Halifax Regional 

Municipality, NS 

2012 2330 PHB Optech 

Kouchibouguac, NB 2004 96 Terra Remote Sensing Mark II 

Lunenburg, NS 2009 & 

2012 

783 AGRG ALTM3100 

Minas Basin, NS 2003, 2004 

& 2007 

1848 Terra Remote 

Sensing/AGRG 

Mark I 

ALTM3100 

River Phillip, NS 2009 764 AGRG ALTM3100 

Shemogue, NB 2004 86 Terra Remote Sensing Mark II 

Yarmouth, NS 2008 1024 AGRG ALTM3100 
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2 Methods 

2.1 Application Conceptualization 

The generation of a user-friendly web-based mapping application required inputs from different sources 

of data in different formats. Many different datasets (explained in Section 2.2) must be manipulated in 

Figure 1-1 – Study areas for the flood risk web mapping project. 
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order for the end product (areas of inundation in a specific lidar coverage area) to be displayed to the user 

on the website itself. The user has the option of choosing either a pre-defined water level from the tide 

and storm surge chart (Figure 2-2) or using the manual slider bar to get to the same outcome, which then 

leads to a decision by an EMO official (Figure 2-1).  

 

Figure 2-1 – Flood risk web mapping flow chart. Data is pooled from multiple sources into a database 
and the user can select either a predicted total water level from the tide and storm surge chart or a 
manual flood level by using the slider bar. The flood layers and depth of water map are used to 
determine areas of flood inundation and the geoprocessing tools are used in the decision making 
process by EMO personnel.  
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Figure 2-2 – Example of a 10-day prediction produced from the Tide & Storm Surge section in the 
mapping application with an exaggerated storm surge. The blue line represents predicted storm surge, 
while the yellow and red lines represent predicted tide and predicted total water level, respectively. 
The user can click on any hourly prediction (red points) and the flood inundation layers on the map will 
change in correspondence to the total water level selected. 

 

Before entering the web mapping application, the user must accept a disclaimer acknowledging the 

limitation of the data and other conditions (Figure 2-2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3 – Screenshot of the disclaimer which must be accepted before entering the mapping 
application  
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The disclaimer reads: 

“This coastal flood risk mapping tool provides a 3 dimensional (x,y,z) numerical representation of sea- 

level rise (SLR) and storm surge conditions for areas in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward 

Island. The flood layers produced by the tool are hydraulically connected based on high resolution 1 m 

lidar-derived digital elevation models. Flood levels produced by the tsunami mapper are not hydraulically 

connected and represent a qualitative visualization with the elevation data derived from radar at a coarse 

(30 m) resolution. The Nova Scotia Community College (NSCC) and the Applied Geomatics Research Group 

(AGRG) cannot guarantee the accuracy or reliability of these maps and the user acknowledges and accepts 

all limitations of the data, recognizing that the accuracy of inundated topography produced by the tool 

are dependent on the quality of the input data used in the estimation. Maps produced by the tool should 

not be used for navigation and the NSCC is not responsible nor liable for actions taken resulting from the 

interpretation or use of this information.” 

If the user rejects the disclaimer, they are automatically brought back to the home page of the Emergency 

Coastal Flooding Decision Support System (Figure 2-3). The main page includes the link to the flood risk 

mapping application, tsunami mapper and various links to related materials including information on lidar 

mapping, project description and documentation, as well as reports and papers focusing on coastal 

climate change studies.   

 

Figure 2-4 – Screenshot of the home page of the Emergency Coastal Flooding Decision Support System 
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2.2  Data Preparation 

2.2.1 Lidar Processing and Validation  

Accuracy regarding the agreement of the DEM to the real world is critical for flood risk mapping and 

analysis. In order to accomplish the highest quality and accuracy, datasets derived from lidar requires 

extensive ground truth data collection. Ground truthing of the lidar datasets utilized for this project was 

carried out by collecting real-time kinematic (RTK) global positioning system (GPS) points throughout all 

study areas. Lidar processing was completed by each respective system operators/providers (Table 1) and 

was carried out and executed by each partner’s respective methodology. For the seven lidar coverage 

areas in New Brunswick, the mean difference in height between the GPS and lidar DEMs for the 2003 

survey is 0.11 m, with a mean standard deviation of 0.11 m and a mean root mean square (RMS) error of 

0.16 m, and for the 2004 surveys and the mean difference in height between the GPS and lidar DEMs for 

the 2004 survey polygons is 0.11 m, with a mean standard deviation of 0.08 m and a mean RMS of 0.12 m 

(Webster et al, 2006). For the five RAC study areas in NS, the DEMs have an accuracy less than 0.15 m in 

the vertical (Webster et al., 2012). Lidar surveys conducted using the Optech ALTM 3100 lidar system were 

validated by AGRG and have an accuracy of less than 0.15 m in the vertical (Webster et al., 2012). Lidar 

point cloud data were gridded between 1 - 2 m spatial resolution, meaning one pixel or cell in the dataset 

is equal to one metre on the ground or in the real world.  

2.2.2 Digital Elevation Model Preparation 

The bare earth DEM’s were used to generate the flood inundation layers for this project. Roads which 

have streams or rivers running under them most often contain a culvert or bridge to allow for the flow of 

water. The lidar is not able to measure below the earth and detect a culvert, therefore the road on the 

DEM does not represent the correct path for water to move. These elevation models had to be modified 

to allow hydraulic pathways, such as bridges and culverts, to appropriately connect the ocean and low 

lying inland areas. Some culvert locations were available within the roads layer in the NS topographic 

database. Other locations where culverts or bridges likely exist were determined by visually inspecting 

areas where streams or valleys are present, but appear to be blocked from the ocean by an elevated road. 

Hydraulic pathways were created for these areas by notching the DEM across the road where a connection 

should be present and altering the values where the notch exists in the DEM . Ensuring hydraulic 

connectivity allows flood inundation mapping to be as accurate as possible.  
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2.2.3 GIS Data Preparation 

All datasets for this project were re-projected to the WGS 1984 Web Mercator auxiliary sphere projection 

which is standard for web mapping applications.  

2.2.3.1 Tide Stations 

Point locations of tide stations for each Maritime province (Table 3) were generated from the PostGIS 

database. Geographic coordinates for each station were obtained from the Department of Fisheries and 

Oceans (DFO) Index of Sites at http://tides.gc.ca/eng/station/list.   

Table 3 – Tide stations utilized for the web mapping application 

Station ID Station Name Province Latitude Longitude 
65 Saint John NB 45.2667 -66.0667 
325 Digby NS 44.6333 -65.75 
365 Yarmouth NS 43.8333 -66.1167 
475 Mill Cove NS 44.5833 -64.0667 
490 Halifax NS 44.6667 -63.5833 
576 Point Tupper NS 45.6 -61.3667 
612 North Sydney NS 46.2167 -60.25 
1630 Pictou NS 45.6833 -62.7 
1700 Charlottetown PEI 46.2167 -63.1333 
1805 Shediac Bay NB 46.25 -64.5333 
1915 Rustico PEI 46.4667 -63.2833 
2000 Lower Escuminac NB 47.0667 -64.8833 
550 Sable Island NS 43.9667 -59.8 
236 Advocate Harbour NS 45.3333 -64.7833 
270 Burntcoat Head NS 45.3 -63.8 
320 Parkers Cove NS 44.8 -65.5333 
425 Shelburne NS 43.75 -65.3 
482 Boutiliers Point NS 44.65 -63.95 
510 Sheet Harbour NS 44.9167 -62.5333 
555 Canso Harbour NS 45.3333 -61 
1650 Souris PEI 46.35 -62.25 
1735 Summerside PEI 46.3833 -63.7833 
1820 Richibucto Cape NB 46.65 -64.7 
2145 Belledune NB 47.9 -65.85 
2165 Dalhousie NB 48.0667 -66.3833 
170 Hopewell Cape NB 45.85 -64.5833 
300 Scots Bay NS 45.3167 -64.4333 
440 Liverpool NS 44.05 -64.7167 

http://tides.gc.ca/eng/station/list
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600 Louisbourg NS 45.9167 -59.9667 
638 Dingwall NS 46.9 -60.4667 
1539 Cheticamp NS 46.6333 -61.0167 
1560 Port Hood NS 46.0167 -61.5333 
1680 Wood Islands PEI 45.95 -62.7333 
1760 Malagash NS 45.7833 -63.2833 
1855 Miminegash PEI 46.8833 -64.2333 
2020 Lower Neguac NB 47.2667 -65.0667 

 

2.2.3.2 Critical Facilities 

The Critical Facilities data layer includes point locations for ambulance depots, fire stations, police 

stations, hospitals and continuing care facilities. This data layer was created by amalgamating data 

acquired from various different sources. Existing open-source data layers from GeoNet (PEI) and GeoNova 

(Nova Scotia) were acquired, but New Brunswick required the creation of points from scratch as no open-

source data layer was available. Addresses for these facilities were established using the New Brunswick 

Association of Fire Chiefs website. Addresses for hospitals were found between the websites for the two 

health authorities present in the province, Horizon NB and Vitalite NB. A geocoder was used to translate 

the street address of the facilities from a table in Microsoft Excel to a point on the map. Points for the 

three provinces were then merged together into one shapefile using ArcGIS 10.4.1, and the point locations 

were cross-referenced for accuracy using Google and Google Maps.  

2.2.3.3 Roads 

Vector (polyline) road data were acquired from each provinces’ open-source geographic database. Roads 

shapefiles for each province were merged together in ArcGIS 10.4.1. Erroneous or irrelevant road 

networks such as driveways and service roads were clipped from the dataset to increase map 

performance. Major roads including highways are displayed on the map by default. When the user zooms 

in closer, the local road networks become visible. This feature was also implemented for aesthetic and 

performance purposes.  

2.2.3.4 Flood Layer Generation 

A Python script developed by AGRG was used to create the flood layers. When run in ArcMap, this tool 

requires the user to select a point in the ocean, within the DEM, that is located below the lowest desired 

flood level. Zero metres was the lowest level used for most of the study areas in this project, and flood 

levels were generated up to 12 metres at 10 cm intervals. The tool creates a shapefile containing the 
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polygons of the flood layers, as well as rasters of the depth at each level. Previous work from the Regional 

Adaptation Collaborative (RAC) a project between the Maritime Provinces and Newfoundland, Natural 

Resources Canada, regional municipalities and other partners resulted in flood layers being generated for 

vulnerable areas in NS and NB (Webster et al, 2012). The objective of this project was to provide these 

municipalities with better data about which specific areas are vulnerable to coastal flooding at present 

day and in the future considering projected SLR conditions under climate change (Webster et al., 2012). 

The lidar data for PEI existed but the flood layers had to be constructed to have a library of layers available 

for the mapping application. As a result, flood layers in increments of 10 cm were generated for these 

areas and are used for this web mapping application. The flood layers were generated in polygon shapefile 

format. 

2.2.3.5 Surface Elevation Model & Bare Earth Elevation Model 

Two types of elevation models were used for this project: digital elevation model (DEM) and digital surface 

model (DSM). The points collected from the lidar system used to construct a DEM include just ground 

points (Figure 2-1 A), while the DSM is constructed from ground and non-ground points including buildings 

and trees (Figure 2-1 B).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The DEM is labeled “Bare Earth Elevation Model” in the application to differentiate to the user how it is 

different from the other type of model called the “Surface Elevation Model” which represents the DSM in 

the application. The models were published in past studies. There were minor differences between the 

colour shaded relief models of each study area as these studies were completed at various times from 

2003 to 2013. The differences were primarily differences of resolution or corrections in the source data 

A 

Figure 2-5 A – Digital elevation model constructed from ground points 
only. Figure 2-1 B – Digital surface model constructed from ground and 
non-ground points 

B 
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as techniques have improved over time. The models are represented as a color shaded relief (CSR) and 

were constructed by combining a greyscale shaded relief model exaggerated 5 times to accentuate 

topography and bathymetry with a colored ramp of elevations; the color ramp progressing from green to 

red representing areas of low relief to areas of high relief, respectively.  

2.3 Tide & Storm Surge Tool Generation 

The tide stations names, location and station identification numbers used in the application were 

retrieved from the Fisheries and Oceans Canada website (Government of Canada, 2016). In total, there 

are 39 tide stations with storm surge and tide values. The storm surge values are generated twice a day 

with the Dalcoast model and provided by Environment Canada. The values are hourly for each tide station 

resulting in more the 8,500 predictions being added to the database twice daily. The tide prediction values 

were provided by DFO for all 39 tide stations for multiple years. These values are at 15-minute intervals 

resulting in four per hour. Currently only the values on the hour are used to relate easily to the hourly 

storm surge values. 

Predictions for storm surge and tides are stored in a PostGIS database where the latest 7-10 day 

predictions (depending on the station) from the Dalcoast model are kept. When the storm surge and tide 

prediction values are retrieved from the database, they are passed through a database function that also 

queries a datum conversion table in the database to convert from chart datum to CGDV28 and applies the 

conversion to all values. The data conversion values were supplied by the Canadian Hydrographic 

Service(CHS)/DFO. The function also adds the storm surge and tide prediction values to create the total 

water level value (TWL). The resulting sets of values (storm surge, tide and total water level) predicted 

hourly in CGDV28 are used by the web map application to chart the data and are linked to what flood 

level to show on the map. 

 

2.4 Geoprocessing Tool Generation 

2.4.1 Display Water Depth 

Depth of water maps were generated to display the depth of water within the flooded extents. Depths 

were calculated by subtracting topographic elevations provided by the digital elevation model from the 

predicted water level. Depth calculations were restricted to areas above mean sea-level (0 m CGVD28) by 

removing any DEM cells that were flooded below 0 m.  
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2.4.2 Critical Facilities and Roads 

A Python script was created to clip out and determine the total length of roads flooded by a given flood 

polygon. This script was run in ArcMap, and published to ArcGIS for Server as a Geoprocessing Service. 

This allows the python script to be accessible on the server through the ArcGIS API for JavaScript. When 

run as a Geoprocessing Service the tool creates and stores the output roads shapefile in a “jobs” folder 

on the server. By default, this folder is recycled daily at midnight, but this interval can be adjusted from 

the service properties. 

Flooded critical facilities are determined through a client side tool from the ArcGIS API for JavaScript, 

reducing stress on the server. This tool, geometryEngine, is capable of quickly determining which buildings 

are within a flood layer, but cannot be used to clip out roads within a flood layer. 

2.5 Tsunami Web Mapping Application 

The Tsunami Map uses a mosaic DEM of New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, and Nova Scotia comprised 

of 1 arc second SRTM data published as an Image Service, equalling ~30 m resolution. Through the ArcGIS 

API for JavaScript, a function was created to visualise areas below a certain elevation with a custom colour 

ramp. Deeper water will appear as a darker blue compared to shallower water, and the user can click a 

flooded area to display a popup with the water depth at that specific point.  

2.6 Publishing 

Before the flood layers, depth maps, colour shaded reliefs and all of other spatial data can be viewed and 

accessed by the custom web map application, they all have to be published by a server. ArcGIS Server was 

chosen to publish and serve all of the spatial data. A process of curation and normalization was undertaken 

to prepare the spatial data to ensure that all of the corresponding datasets for each study area was 

complete and formatted consistently. The datasets were also inspected for visual irregularities and 

abnormalities and regenerated if necessary. The correct configuration of ArcGIS Server was determined 

by the type of data used to provide the most performant and accurate method available. Most of the 

spatial data was published using the WGS84 Web Mercator projection, as it is the de facto standard 

projection used on the web.  

Once published, the ArcGIS Server is responsible for converting the spatial data into images and formats 

supported by modern web browsers. It provides methods to access values and properties unique to each 

dataset type and design. Representational state transfer (REST) or RESTful web services application 

program interface (API) are how this is done by the server. ArcGIS Server creates and manages the REST 
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API that the web map application accesses to utilize the data. Some of the highlights of this process are 

access controls, caching, tiling of images, and file size optimizations. 

3 Custom Web Mapping Application 

The custom web map application refers to the client side website used to view, manipulate and request 

spatial data published by the ArcGIS Server. The application includes tools that communicate with the 

server and the map itself in an interface designed to be easy to use and provide all the tools and 

information available to the user in a convenient and intuitive way. Design elements such as layout and 

colour scheme and font types were all considered in the development of the application. 

The application is considered custom because of the uniquely created design and due to it being 

programmed specifically for the Emergency Coastal Flooding Decision Support System. A map centric 

layout was chosen as part of the custom design. The largest section of the layout was dedicated to the 

map, as it is the focal point for the end user and is where they will view the results of most of their 

interactions. The remaining elements of the screen area were designed to complement the map and the 

flood risk information. 

Secondary to the map in the layout is the left sidebar. It contains the tools and additional options that 

primary complement the map. The moveable subsections of the sidebar are referred to as widgets and 

are designed to be modular. One such widget is the current selected flood level. The selected flood level 

widget displays a large pronounced number that portrays the currently select flood level, as it is key 

information for the user. Another widget is the Tide and Storm Surge Widget that allows the user to open 

an interactive chart showing the tide, storm surge and total water level values for a specific tide station. 

All widgets in the sidebar pertain to tools and information that describe or interact with the map and 

communicating with the user regarding flood risk as they use the application to support making decisions 

concerning coastal flooding. 

Tools and information in the sidebar and located on the map are what defines the web map as an 

application. It is an application as it provides the end user more than a simple static web page or even 

simple interactive website. The application allows the user to run tools such as calculating the flood depth 

with user interaction and tools that determine roads and critical infrastructure that are impacted by 

floodwater at user-determined heights. 
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The programming design of the application was created to be extensible and allow for additional 

interaction with the map including adding additional tools if future enhancements are desired. This design 

also allows the application to be maintainable with the changing of technologies and requirements of 

potential future projects. The application programming, server software and spatial data storage software 

are described as a complete software platform for the Emergency Coastal Flooding Decision Support 

System. The user documentation for the flood risk web mapping application and tsunami web mapper 

can be found in Appendix A and B, respectively. 

4 Web Mapping Application Delivery and Launch 

The current version of the web mapping application was launched on March 22, 2017 at the Department 

of Natural Resources main office in Halifax, NS. A list of attendees who participated in the launch are listed 

in Table  4 below. The meeting was presented by Dr. Tim Webster of NSCC-AGRG who demonstrated the 

funcationality of the web mapping application (Figures 4-1 and 4-2).  

Table 4 – Attendees of the web map application launch  

NAME ORGANIZATION 

Rob Naylor Department of Natural Resources 

Hugh Gillis Department of Natural Resources 

Bob Ryan Department of Natural Resources 

John Drage Department of Natural Resources 

Patrick Whiteway Department of Natural Resources 

Jesse Siegel NSCC-AGRG 

David Kristiansen NSCC-AGRG 

Donald James Department of Natural Resources 

Brian Fisher Department of Natural Resources 

Phillip Finck Department of Natural Resources 

Dominic Fewer Nova Scotia Emergency Management Office 

Mark Greenwood Nova Scotia Environment 

Charlie Williams Nova Scotia Environment 

Marc Cayouette Public Safety Canada 

Serge Desjardins Environment Climate Change Canada 
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Tracey Talbot Environment Climate Change Canada 

Bill Whitman Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries & Aquaculture 

Jeff Poole Department of Natural Resources 

Daniel Bryce Nova Scotia Department of Fisheries & Aquaculture 

Gavin Kennedy Department of Natural Resources 

Tom Lamb Department of Natural Resources 

Bob Pett Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal 

Will Green Nova Scotia Environment 

John MacNeil Department of Natural Resources 

 

 

Figure 4-1 – Dr. Tim Webster navigating through the home page of the flood risk web mapping 
application. Photo courtesy of Jesse Siegel (NSCC-AGRG) at NS DNR headquarters. 
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Figure 4-2 – Dr. Tim Webster demonstrating the flood risk web mapping application. Photo courtesy of 
Jesse Siegel (NSCC-AGRG) at NS DNR headquarters. 

5 Future Work 

5.1 Additional topographic lidar surveys and GIS layers 

With additional topographic lidar surveys, the lidar coverage areas and thus the generation of flood layers 

at .10 m increments could be expanded. Another option to expand coverage would be to acquire lidar 

datasets from other sources but often times this is not an easy task. Other pertinent GIS layers such as 

the location of medical clinics, businesses and agricultural operations could be added to the tool in the 

future.  

5.2 Application Enhancements 

Many enhancements and features could be added to the application and platform in the future. Future 

projects would provide opportunities for major new features to add functionality, minor enhancements 

to design and application of the platform for similar projects like inland flood risk of rivers and estuaries. 

Ideally, the addition of more lidar coverage areas supplemented by the collection of lidar would provide 

flood layers for more of the coastline and therefore add to the viability and usefulness of the application. 

The current storm surge predictions from Environment Canada do not resolve things like river discharge 
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and wave run-up. Similar to major additions to the application and platform, user interface enhancements 

can be added as well. Enhancements such as docking the tide and storm surge chart, providing controls 

to play a time series of flood levels that updates the map as it plays, integrating the help documentation 

directly into the map and providing an interactive guide for first time users. Along with interface 

enhancements, some examples of major new features that could be added are the following:  

• Authentication for access controls to the application or parts of the application 

• Offline access capabilities and/or downloadable maps 

• Notification system for potential upcoming flood events 

• Incorporating a continuous coastline prediction model 

• Crowd sourcing social media and the public information regarding flood events  

5.3 Sea-Level Rise Scenarios 

As previously mentioned, regional sea-level rise scenarios have been developed by the Geological Survey 

of Canada and Fisheries and Oceans Canada based on the IPCC AR5 report. The second phase of this 

project could include these projections as layers, as the allowances show significant spatial variations 

which is a consequence of strong regionally varying relative sea-level change resulting from GIA (Zhai et 

al., 2015). For each lidar coverage area, the resulting sea-level rise scenario would be produced and 

displayed on the web map application for long term planning. 

5.4 Topographic-bathymetric lidar 

In 2014 the Applied Geomatics Research Group, NSCC acquired a topographic-bathymetric lidar system. 

The Chiroptera II System manufactured by Leica Geosystems is equipped with 4 different sensors: a near-

infrared (NIR) laser that can fire at 500kHz (500,000 shots per second) for mapping topography, a green 

laser (35kHz) for mapping bathymetry (Figure 4), and 60 megapixel camera that can acquire true colour 

(RGB) and near-infrared (NIR) images as well as a 5 megapixel quality assurance (QA) camera. The green 

laser is able to penetrate through the water column to reach the bottom of the seabed, enabling the 

bathymetry to captured. This allows a continuous DEM to be constructed that seamlessly measures the 

elevation from land to under the sea or fresh water. The ability to survey the near-shore environments 

instead of just the land improves our ability to use hydrodynamic models to circulate the water during 

storm surges. The nearshore topography, water level and wind are the dominant factor controlling how 

waves behave near the shoreline. As more data is collected using this system, eventually wave run-up can 

be modelled and incorporated into this flood risk mapping tool. Another area of research is to use the 
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new topo-bathymetric lidar maps that are being generated around the province. With these maps that 

include both the land and seabed, storm surges can be modelled more effectively and begin to incorporate 

wave-run-up, since the waves behaviors are controlled by the wind and the near shore topography which 

this new lidar system is able to map.  The predictions drawn from this mapping application currently do 

not account for waves and wave run-up so the user may want to add an additional 0.5 - 1.5 m to the total 

water level prediction.  

Many coastal communities are situated in close proximity to river systems which drain into the ocean. 

Along with the new topo-bathy system allows the ability to survey river systems. Since flooding is a natural 

part of a river’s life cycle, communities which are situated in flood plains have an increased risk to coastal 

flooding as the water can come from two different sources. River discharge can be modelled using similar 

software that allows the modelling of the behaviour of waves in coastal areas. Incorporating a continuous 

fluvial and coastal model into the flood risk mapping tool would be a significant update to the current 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-1 Example of how a topographic-bathymetic lidar system works. 
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6 Conclusions 

The Emergency Coastal Flooding Decision Support System Web-Based Mapping Application is an effective 

tool flood risk management and long term planning for coastal communities which are sensitive to sea- 

level rise and flooding from storm surges. The user-friendly web-based mapping tool enables EMO officials 

to visualize potential areas of flooding up to 10 days in advance so that evacuation routes and procedures 

can be adapted based on lidar-derived flood layers drawn on the map. Geoprocessing tools allow the user 

to calculate the number and location of potentially flooded critical facilities based on a certain flood level, 

as well as the potentially inundated roads. The web mapping application can be updated and improved in 

the future with the addition of more lidar coverage areas and GIS layers, lidar datasets derived from 

AGRG’s topo-bathymetric lidar system and the integration of hydrodynamic models to simulate river input 

and water movement during storm surges. These future modifications will mirror future sea-level rise 

projections and scenarios, paralleling the region’s dynamic environment in response to climate change. 
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8 Appendix A: User Documentation for Web Mapping Application 
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USING THE MARITIME COASTAL FLOOD RISK MAP 

*Note: The preferred browser for this web mapping application is Google Chrome. If you find the 

response time of the system slow, turn off the elevation model maps under the “Layers” tab.* 

When initially landing on the main page of the coastal flood risk map the user will see sixteen 

lidar coverage areas (outlined in blue) throughout the Maritime provinces as well as a menu and 

slider bar on the left side of the page.  

A red triangle on the map indicates the location of a tide station and is a GIS “Layer” that is 

displayed by default  

Black lines indicate major highways and are also a GIS “Layer” displayed by default 

To zoom in and out on the map click the “+” and “-“ buttons above the slider bar and to pan 

around, hold down on the right mouse button while dragging the mouse. To go back to the 

default map extent, click the home button below the zoom in and out buttons. 

To begin interacting with this flood map, it is recommended that the user start at the top of the 

menu and work downwards.  

 

Hover a specific lidar coverage area and information regarding the name of the study area and 

lidar survey year are displayed in a white box.  
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The user also has the option of zooming farther into a study area by selecting a coverage area 

from the drop down on the left side menu under “Lidar Coverage Area” and clicking the 

“Zoom” button, or by clicking on the study area hovered over.  

Note: The correct lidar coverage area of interest must be selected in order to see the flood 

layers 

A description of the Basemaps, Layers, Tide & Storm Surge, Tools and Legend tabs in the menu 

and how to use them are outlined below. 
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BASEMAPS 

In the example below, the user has set the lidar coverage area to Yarmouth and has zoomed in 

Click on the “^ Basemaps” tab to access a drop-down menu with ten different background maps 

from ESRI.  

The basemap on the flood risk map will change according to which map the user selects. In the 

example below, “Imagery with Labels” is the selected basemap. 
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LAYERS 

Under the “Layers” tab are GIS data layers which can be toggled 

on and off by checking the box to the left of the name of a layer. 

There is an option to change the percentage of opacity related to 

how the layer is displayed on the map by clicking the downward 

facing arrow in the box next to the layer name which indicates a 

percentage (%).  

100% opacity will result in not seeing anything underneath a 

selected layer, while 50% opacity will allow the map underneath this 

layer to be partially visible. 

 

 

Tide Stations 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans tide stations provide data regarding the predicted tides and 

predicted storm surge for a 10-day period is   provided by Environment Canada. 

This data layer is available at all scales and is present by default. 

Critical Facilities 

Point locations for emergency and critical services and facilities 

including ambulance depots, fire stations, police stations, 

hospitals and continuing care facilities are displayed on the map 

when the user activates this layer. 

Note: The user must zoom in farther than 1 map unit = 6 km 

for this layer to appear - this functionality was implemented for 

aesthetic and performance purposes.  

l
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Roads 

In this example, the user has changed the lidar coverage area to Antigonish. 

Major highways are displayed on the map by default depicted by thick, black lines.  

When the user zooms in closer, the local road networks become visible and are represented by 

thin black lines.  
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Flood Layer 

To activate the flood layer, check the box to the left of “Flood Layer.”  

The “+” and “-“ scale at the top of the menu corresponds with the “Flood Level” scale bar to the 

right of the menu. Either the vertical slider bar or the “+” and “-“ scale at the top of the menu 

can be used to display areas of inundation at a desired flood level on the map.  

Flood levels are  shown at 10 cm increments to a maximum level of 12 m relative to the 

Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28) in order for flood layers to correspond 

with terrestrial environments. 

 

right of the menu. Either the vertical slider bar or the “+” and “-“ scale at the top of the menu 

can be used to display areas of inundation at a desired flood level on the map. 

Flood levels are shown at 10 cm increments to a maximum level of 12 m relative to the

Canadian Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1928 (CGVD28) in order for flood layers to correspond

with terrestrial environments.
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Surface Elevation Model 

• Note: If you have a slow internet connection turning on this layer will degrade performance. 

• To turn this layer on, check the box to the left of the layer name.  

• This lidar-derived elevation model is portrayed as a color shaded relief (CSR) map and has a 2 m 

spatial resolution. 

• The color ramp progresses from green to red representing areas of low relief to areas of high 

relief, respectively.  

• The points collected from the lidar system used to construct the surface elevation model include 

‘ground’ points and ‘non-ground’ points, including buildings and trees.  
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Bare Earth Elevation Model  

• Note: If you have a slow internet connection turning on this layer will degrade performance. 

• To turn this layer on, check the box to the left of the layer name.  

• This lidar-derived elevation model is portrayed as a color shaded relief (CSR) map and has a 2 m 

spatial resolution.  

• The color ramp progresses from green to red representing areas of low relief to areas of high 

relief, respectively.  

• The bare earth elevation model include just ground points, excluding non-ground points such as 

trees and buildings.  

• This type of model was used to generate the flood inundation layers. 
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TIDE & STORM SURGE 

This section of the mapping application allows users to view a predicted tide and storm surge 

chart for the next 10 days which displays the tide (orange line), predicted storm surge (blue line) 

and predicted total water level (TWL) (red line and dots) relative to CGVD28. 

Pre-defined tide stations are linked to the lidar coverage areas, however the user can change to 

use a different tide station for flooding if desired. 

The legend corresponding to the chart is generated underneath the Tide & Storm Surge Chart 

button.  

Each variable represented on the chart has the ability to be turned on or off by checking the box 

to the left of its name. 

The y –axis on the chart represents water level in metres relative to CGVD28 with the x-axis 

representing time, in hours, over a 10-day period. 

The start and end date of the prediction is listed below the chart. 

To move the chart to the bottom or side of the map to interact with the chart and the map at the 

same time, click on the chart and drag it to the desired location.  
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To interact with the Tide & Storm Surge Chart, the “Hover” option must be checked in the 

menu generated.  

When the user hovers in the chart area, a thin green bar appears which corresponds to an hourly 

data point. A black box also 

appears informing the user of 

the time of the prediction (in 

local time), the date, TWL, tide 

level, and surge level in metres. 

 

By left-clicking once on 

the point being hovered over, 

the flood level on the map 

changes in accordance to that 

specific prediction to the 

nearest 0.1 m or 10 cm. 
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The user will also notice both the Flood Level slider bar and water level at the top of the left menu 

change in accordance with the same prediction. 
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*In this example the 

lidar coverage area is 

changed to Yarmouth 

and the user is hovered 

over a total water level 

of -1.44 . As there have 

been no flood layers 

generated less than 0, 

the flood level slider bar 

and the water level on 

the top of the menu are 

set to 0.  

As the user clicks on a 

specific data point, in 

this case, the prediction for 3/15/2017 at 1:00 am, the flood layer corresponding to the TWL is drawn on 

the map above the chart (figure below), and the change in water level is reflected on both the slider bar 

and at the top of the menu.* 
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• Note: There is a minimal storm surge predicted in this case, so the flood level corresponds to 

high tide at this time. 

• To close the tide station chart and zoom to a different study area, click the “X” located at the top 

right of the chart.  

TOOLS 

• When clicking on the “^ Tools” option bar in the menu, a dropdown is populated with GIS tools 

designed to allow the user to further interact with the mapping application and conduct analysis. 

Display Water Depth  

• This tool displays the depth of water relative to the elevation model at a specific flood level. 

• To activate the tool, the user must first ensure that they have selected the correct lidar coverage 

area they are viewing at the top of the menu. 

• Choose a desired flood level by using either the manual slider bar to the right of the menu or the 

scale bar at the top of the menu, or via the tide surge chart. In the example above, the user has 

zoomed to Antigonish and has selected a flood level of 10 m. 
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• By activating the tool and checking the box next to “Display Water Depth” the legend for the 

water depth map is displayed  

 

• The transparency or opacity of the water depth map can be changed by clicking on the 

downward facing arrow in the drop-down next to the tool and selecting a percentage.  

 

• The user can also query water depth values on the map by right-clicking on any area where the 

depth map is present. If the user clicks on an area outside of the depth map, a pop-up box will 

show “NaN” meaning “no data.” 
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Critical Facilities 

This geoprocessing tool allows the user to calculate the number of critical facilities which would 

be inundated at a certain flood level.  

To use this tool, ensure that the Critical Facilities layer is turned on under the “Layers” tab.  

Zoom in to an area of interest far enough so that the Critical Facilities layer is displayed.  

Select a flood level by using the manual slider bar or by increasing or decreasing the flood level at 

the top of the main menu. 

Once the desired flood level has been selected, clicking the “Go” button to the right of the tool 

initiates the processing. This tool may take some time to do the analysis of intersecting the flood 

layer with the facility points. Once the “Go” button is clicked the system will provide feedback as 

to the status of the analysis (eg. Submitting, executing). 

When the tool has finished running, the results are displayed in two ways. 
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• A count of inundated critical facilities at the user-specified flood level (in this case, 11 m) are 

populated below the “Clear Results” button and the corresponding inundated facilities are 

identified by a red circle on the map.  

• To clear the results and run the tool again for a different flood select, click the “Clear Results” 

button. 

• Note: This analysis is conducted for the entire lidar coverage area and not just the extent that 

the user is zoomed to. Therefore, the user can pan to other areas in the lidar coverage to see if 

additional facilities may be flooded. 

 

Roads 

• This tool allows the user to calculate the length of roads which would be inundated at a certain 

flood level.  

• Note: This process overlays the road network on the flood polygons and roads which are 

inundated are selected with the exception of bridges that were removed from the lidar model 

during the flooding process to ensure hydraulic connectivity between the ocean and low lying 

areas upstream. Therefore, road segments representing the bridges may be incorrectly selected 

during this analysis. 

• To use this tool, ensure that Roads layer is turned on under the “Layers” tab.  

• Zoom to an area of interest and choose the desired flood level. Click the “Go” button to initiate 

the tool.  
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Roads which are affected by the flood level are highlighted on the map in orange, and the 

calculated total length of affected roads is populated under the “Clear Results” button.  

To clear the results to run the tool again for a different flood select, click the “Clear Results” 

button. 

Note: This analysis is conducted for the entire lidar coverage area and not just the extent that 

the user is zoomed to. 

 

Critical Facilities and Roads 

To calculate both affected critical facilities and roads at a specific flood level, zoom to a lidar 

coverage area and ensure both the Critical Facilities and Roads layer are turned on under the 

“Layers” tab.  

Choose desired flood level and click the “Go” button next to Critical Facilities and Roads. 
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The results are populated in the menu and are also displayed on the map. 

The same work flow can be followed for all lidar coverage areas. 
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LEGEND 

• The legends for the tide stations, critical facilities and road network are 

located in the drop-down of this tab. 

• Click on the tab to view the legend. 

• To go back to the main map and explore other lidar coverage areas, 

please click the “Return to Coastal Flooding Home” link at the bottom of 

the menu.  
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9 Appendix B: User Documentation for Tsunami Mapping Application 
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USING THE TSUNAMI WEB MAPPING APPLICATION 

When clicking on the link to the Tsunami Mapper on the home page, the user is brought to a 

radar-derived shaded relief map of the Maritime provinces at a resolution of 30 m (*this model 

is not hydraulically connected*) 

To zoom in and out of the map, the user clicks on either the “+” or “-“ symbol at the top left of 

the map.  

To pan around the map, click and drag your mouse to the desired area 

Thick black lines on the map indicate major highways. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The slider bar at the bottom of the page allows the user to visualize areas of inundation under 

tsunami conditions.  
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• There are two background map options for the user to select –  hillshade and color shaded relief. 
The user can choose one of these maps by checking the button to the left of either option. The 

color shaded relief map is depicted in the example below. 
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The figure below depicts areas of downtown Halifax inundated at 27 m. The farther the user zooms in, a 

more fine network of local roads becomes available represented as thin black lines. 
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10 Appendix C: Source Code for Tsunami Mapper 
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<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
<head> 
    <meta charset="utf-8"> 
    <meta name="viewport" content="initial-scale=1,maximum-scale=1,user-scalable=no"> 
    <title>Maritime Tsunami Risk Flood Map</title> 
    <style> 
          html, 
          body { 
              font-family: sans-serif; 
              padding: 0; 
              margin: 0; 
              height: 100%; 
              width: 100%; 
              min-height: 175px; 
          } 
          .esri-scale-bar__label { 
              text-shadow: 0 0 10px #FFF, 0 0 7px #fff, 0 0 18px #fff; 
 
          } 
          #viewDiv { 
              position: absolute; 
              right: 0; 
              left: 0; 
              top: 0; 
              bottom: 120px; 
              width: 100%; 
          } 
 
          .footer_container { 
              position: absolute; 
              bottom: 0; 
              height: 120px; 
              width: 100%; 
              color: #fff; 
              background-color: #0E3B6F; 
              text-align: center; 
          } 
 
          .esri-scale-bar__ruler { 
              display: flex; 
              flex-wrap: wrap; 
              width: 100%; 
              height: 6px; 
              background-color: black; 
          } 
 
          .esri-popup__position-container { 
              width: 170px; 
          } 
 
          .flood_footer { 
              height: 30px; 
              width: 100%; 
              color: #fff; 
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              background-color: #0E3B6F; 
              text-align: center; 
          } 
 
          .flood-slider { 
              padding: 0; 
              height: 10px; 
              width: 85%; 
          } 
 
          .bckgrnd_footer { 
              /*height: 40px;*/ 
              width: 95%; 
              color: #fff; 
              background-color: #0E3B6F; 
              text-align: left; 
          } 
 
          #bckgrnd_header { 
              display: inline; 
              padding-left: 20px; 
              padding-right: 10px; 
              margin: 10px; 
          } 
 
          .bckgrnd_radio { 
              display: inline; 
              vertical-align: middle; 
              padding-left: 20px; 
              margin: 0; 
          } 
 
          .bckgrnd_radio_header { 
              display: inline; 
              margin: 0; 
          } 
 
          #basemap { 
              background: rgba(0,0,0, 0.6); 
              width:220px; 
              position: relative; 
              bottom: 115px; 
              z-index: 100; 
              margin: 10px; 
              border: 2px solid black; 
              color: #ffffff; 
              text-align: left; 
              margin: 10px; 
              float: right; 
          } 
 
          .flood-slider { 
              height:18px; 
          } 
 
          a { 
              color: white; 
              cursor: pointer; 
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          } 
    </style> 
    <link rel="stylesheet" href="https://js.arcgis.com/4.3/esri/css/main.css"> 
    <script src="https://js.arcgis.com/4.3/"></script> 
    <script> 
        require([ 
            "esri/Map", 
            "esri/views/MapView", 
            "esri/layers/ImageryLayer", 
            "esri/layers/MapImageLayer", 
            "esri/layers/support/RasterFunction", 
            "esri/layers/support/DimensionalDefinition", 
            "esri/layers/support/MosaicRule", 
            "esri/core/watchUtils", 
            "esri/Basemap", 
            "esri/PopupTemplate", 
            "esri/widgets/ScaleBar", 
            "esri/widgets/Home", 
            "esri/geometry/Extent", 
            "dojo/domReady!" 
        ], 
  function (Map, MapView, ImageryLayer, MapImageLayer, RasterFunction, 
DimensionalDefinition, 
            MosaicRule, watchUtils, Basemap, PopupTemplate, ScaleBar, Home, Extent, on) { 
            var pixelBlock, factor, minValue, maxValue; 
 
            // URLs for imagery layers 
            var DEMURL = 
"//142.177.80.167/arcgis/rest/services/ElevationModels/Maritime30mDEM/ImageServer"; 
            var baseCSRLayerURL = 
"//142.177.80.167/arcgis/rest/services/ShadedReliefs/Maratime30mCSRMapService/MapServer"; 
            var roadLayerURL = 
"//agrgims.cogs.nscc.ca/arcgis/rest/services/mcfm/Maritime_Roads/MapServer"; 
 
            // Pixel filter function for symbolizing SRTM DEM based on flood level  
            function colorize(pixelData) { 
                if (pixelData === null || pixelData.pixelBlock === null || 
pixelData.pixelBlock.pixels === null) { 
                    return; 
                } 
 
                pixelBlock = pixelData.pixelBlock; 
                var pixels = pixelBlock.pixels; 
                var numPixels = pixelBlock.width * pixelBlock.height; 
                var elevationBand = pixels[0]; 
                var rBand = []; 
                var gBand = []; 
                var bBand = []; 
                var aBand = []; 
                var maskCells = []; 
                var maskVal = document.querySelector(".flood-slider").value; 
    for (i = 0; i < numPixels; i++) { 
                    var elevationValue = elevationBand[i]; 
                    var depth = maskVal - elevationValue; 
                        rBand[i] = 0; 
                        gBand[i] = -4.32 * depth + 255; 
                        bBand[i] = 255; 
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                        if (elevationValue > maskVal || elevationValue <0) { 
                        maskCells[i] = 0; 
                    } 
                    else { 
                        maskCells[i] = 1; 
                    } 
                } 
                pixelData.pixelBlock.pixels = [rBand, gBand, bBand]; 
                pixelData.pixelBlock.pixelType = "U8";  
                pixelData.pixelBlock.mask = maskCells; 
                if (maskVal != 1) { 
                    document.querySelector(".flood").innerText = maskVal + " metres"; 
                } else { 
                    document.querySelector(".flood").innerText = maskVal + " metre"; 
                } 
            } 
 
            // Define map layers 
            var layer = new ImageryLayer({ 
                url: DEMURL, 
                pixelFilter: colorize, 
                opacity: 0.4, 
            }); 
 
            var blrf = new RasterFunction({ 
                functionName: "GrayscaleRelief" 
                //functionName: "CSR" 
                //functionName: "ShadedRelief" 
                //variableName: "Raster" 
                //functionArguments: csrArguments 
            }); 
 
            var baseHillshadeLayer = new ImageryLayer({ 
                //url: 
"http://142.177.80.167/arcgis/rest/services/ElevationModels/Maritime30mDEM/ImageServer", 
                url: DEMURL, 
                renderingRule: blrf, 
            }); 
 
            var baseCSRLayer = new MapImageLayer({ 
                url: baseCSRLayerURL, 
                visible: false 
            }); 
 
            var roadLayer = new MapImageLayer({ 
                url: roadLayerURL 
            }); 
 
            // Set content of popup when querying flooded area 
            popupContent = function (value, key, data) { 
                var depth = document.querySelector(".flood-slider").value - 
data["Raster.ItemPixelValue"]; 
                if (depth >= 0) { 
                    return depth + " m"; 
                } else { 
                    return "0 m"; 
                } 
            };         
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            layer.popupTemplate = new PopupTemplate({ 
                title: "Flood Depth", 
                content: "{query:popupContent}", 
                overwriteActions: true, 
            }); 
 
            /*var multipartColorRamp = { 
              "type": "multipart", 
              "colorRamps": [ 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,174,27,94], 
                  "toColor": [255,60,30,100], 
                  "algorithm": "esriHSVAlgorithm" 
                }, 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,60,30,100], 
                  "toColor": [255,150,100,50], 
                  "algorithm": "esriHSVAlgorithm" 
                }, 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,150,100,50], 
                  "toColor": [255,44,99,99], 
                  "algorithm": "esriCIELabAlgorithm" 
                }, 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,44,99,99], 
                  "toColor": [255,0,100,50], 
                  "algorithm": "esriHSVAlgorithm" 
                }, 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,0,100,47], 
                  "toColor": [255,23,88,41], 
                  "algorithm": "esriCIELabAlgorithm" 
                }, 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,23,88,41], 
                  "toColor": [255,-1,0,67], 
                  "algorithm": "esriCIELabAlgorithm" 
                }, 
                { 
                  "type": "algorithmic", 
                  "fromColor": [255,-1,0,67], 
                  "toColor": [255,300,1,100], 
                  "algorithm": "esriCIELabAlgorithm" 
                } 
              ] 
            }; 
 
            var csrArguments = {}; 
            csrArguments.Azimuth = 315; 
            csrArguments.Altitude = 45; 
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            csrArguments.ZFactor = 1; 
            csrArguments.ColorRamp = multipartColorRamp; 
            csrArguments.Colormap = 
[[1,255,255,255],[2,253,255,255],[3,250,255,255],[4,248,255,255],[5,245,255,255],[6,243,2
54,255],[7,240,254,255],[8,237,254,255],[9,235,253,255],[10,232,253,255], 
                                    
[11,229,253,255],[12,227,252,255],[13,224,252,255],[14,221,252,255],[15,219,251,255],[16,
216,251,255],[17,213,251,255],[18,211,250,255],[19,208,250,255],[20,205,250,255], 
                                    
[21,203,249,255],[22,200,249,255],[23,197,249,255],[24,195,249,255],[25,192,248,255],[26,
189,248,255],[27,187,248,255],[28,184,247,255],[29,181,247,255],[30,179,247,255], 
                                    
[31,176,246,255],[32,173,246,255],[33,171,246,255],[34,168,245,255],[35,166,245,255],[36,
163,245,255],[37,160,244,255],[38,158,244,255],[39,155,244,255],[40,152,243,255], 
                                    
[41,150,243,255],[42,147,243,255],[43,144,243,255],[44,142,242,255],[45,139,242,255],[46,
136,242,255],[47,134,241,255],[48,131,241,255],[49,128,241,255],[50,126,240,255], 
                                    
[51,123,240,255],[52,120,240,255],[53,118,239,255],[54,115,239,255],[55,112,239,255],[56,
110,238,255],[57,107,238,255],[58,104,238,255],[59,102,237,255],[60,99,237,255], 
                                    
[61,97,237,255],[62,94,237,255],[63,91,236,255],[64,89,236,255],[65,86,236,255],[66,85,23
5,251],[67,85,234,247],[68,84,234,243],[69,83,233,239],[70,82,233,235],[71,81,232,231], 
                                    
[72,80,232,227],[73,79,231,223],[74,78,230,219],[75,78,230,215],[76,77,229,211],[77,76,22
9,207],[78,75,228,203],[79,74,228,199],[80,73,227,195],[81,72,226,191],[82,71,226,187], 
                                    
[83,71,225,183],[84,70,225,179],[85,69,224,175],[86,68,224,171],[87,67,223,167],[88,66,22
2,162],[89,65,222,158],[90,65,221,154],[91,64,221,150],[92,63,220,146],[93,62,220,142], 
                                    
[94,61,219,138],[95,60,218,134],[96,59,218,130],[97,58,217,126],[98,58,217,122],[99,57,21
6,118],[100,56,216,114],[101,55,215,110],[102,54,214,106],[103,53,214,102],[104,52,213,98
], 
                                    
[105,51,213,94],[106,51,212,90],[107,50,212,86],[108,49,211,82],[109,48,210,78],[110,47,2
10,74],[111,46,209,70],[112,45,209,66],[113,44,208,62],[114,44,208,58],[115,43,207,54],[1
16,42,206,50], 
                                    
[117,41,206,46],[118,40,205,42],[119,39,205,38],[120,38,204,34],[121,37,204,30],[122,37,2
03,26],[123,36,202,22],[124,35,202,18],[125,34,201,14],[126,33,201,10],[127,32,200,6],[12
8,31,200,2], 
                                    
[129,32,199,0],[130,34,200,0],[131,36,200,0],[132,38,200,0],[133,40,200,0],[134,43,200,0]
,[135,45,200,0],[136,47,201,0],[137,49,201,0],[138,51,201,0],[139,53,201,0],[140,55,201,0
],[141,57,201,0], 
                                    
[142,60,202,0],[143,62,202,0],[144,64,202,0],[145,66,202,0],[146,68,202,0],[147,70,203,0]
,[148,72,203,0],[149,74,203,0],[150,77,203,0],[151,79,203,0],[152,81,203,0],[153,83,204,0
],[154,85,204,0], 
                                    
[155,87,204,0],[156,89,204,0],[157,91,204,0],[158,93,204,0],[159,96,205,0],[160,98,205,0]
,[161,100,205,0],[162,102,205,0],[163,104,205,0],[164,106,205,0],[165,108,206,0],[166,110
,206,0], 
                                    
[167,113,206,0],[168,115,206,0],[169,117,206,0],[170,119,206,0],[171,121,207,0],[172,123,
207,0],[173,125,207,0],[174,127,207,0],[175,130,207,0],[176,132,207,0],[177,134,208,0],[1
78,136,208,0], 
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[179,138,208,0],[180,140,208,0],[181,142,208,0],[182,144,208,0],[183,147,209,0],[184,149,
209,0],[185,151,209,0],[186,153,209,0],[187,155,209,0],[188,157,209,0],[189,159,210,0],[1
90,161,210,0], 
                                    
[191,163,210,0],[192,166,210,0],[193,167,208,0],[194,169,205,0],[195,170,202,0],[196,171,
199,0],[197,173,197,0],[198,174,194,0],[199,176,191,0],[200,177,188,0],[201,178,185,0],[2
02,180,182,0], 
                                    
[203,181,179,0],[204,183,177,0],[205,184,174,0],[206,185,171,0],[207,187,168,0],[208,188,
165,0],[209,190,162,0],[210,191,159,0],[211,192,157,0],[212,194,154,0],[213,195,151,0],[2
14,197,148,0], 
                                    
[215,198,145,0],[216,200,142,0],[217,201,139,0],[218,202,137,0],[219,204,134,0],[220,205,
131,0],[221,207,128,0],[222,208,125,0],[223,209,122,0],[224,211,119,0],[225,212,116,0],[2
26,214,114,0], 
                                    
[227,215,111,0],[228,216,108,0],[229,218,105,0],[230,219,102,0],[231,221,99,0],[232,222,9
6,0],[233,223,94,0],[234,225,91,0],[235,226,88,0],[236,228,85,0],[237,229,82,0],[238,230,
79,0], 
                                    
[239,232,76,0],[240,233,74,0],[241,235,71,0],[242,236,68,0],[243,237,65,0],[244,239,62,0]
,[245,240,59,0],[246,242,56,0],[247,243,54,0],[248,245,51,0],[249,246,48,0],[250,247,45,0
],[251,249,42,0], 
                                    
[252,250,39,0],[253,252,36,0],[254,253,34,0],[255,254,31,0],[256,255,28,0]]; 
 
            var blrf = new RasterFunction(); 
            blrf.functionName = "ShadedRelief"; 
            blrf.functionArguments = csrArguments;*/ 
      // Create map and view, define map settings 
            var map = new Map({ 
                basemap: "hybrid", 
                //layers: [baseHillshadeLayer, baseCSRLayer, roadLayer, layer] 
            }); 
           
            var view = new MapView({ 
                container: "viewDiv", 
                map: map, 
                zoom: 8, 
                center: [-63, 45], 
                popup: { 
                    actions: [] 
                }, 
            }); 
 
            view.constraints = { 
                minScale: 250000000,   
                rotationEnabled: false  // Disables map rotation 
            }; 
 
            var scale = new ScaleBar({ 
                view: view, 
                unit: "dual" 
            }); 
 
            // Add layers to map when view is created and add home button 
            view.then(function () { 
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                map.layers.addMany([baseHillshadeLayer, baseCSRLayer, roadLayer, layer]); 
                var homeWidget = new Home({ 
                    view: view 
                }); 
                view.ui.add(homeWidget, "top-left"); 
                view.ui.add(scale, { 
                    position: "bottom-left" 
                });                 
            }); 
 
            view.popup.dockOptions.buttonEnabled = false; 
  
               // Redraw flood layer when slider is changed 
            var slide = document.querySelector(".flood-slider"); 
 
            slide.oninput = function () { 
                layer.redraw(); 
                view.popup.visible=false; 
            }; 
 
            // Switch between base layers and basemap 
            var radio = document.querySelectorAll('input[type="radio"][name="backdrop"]'); 
            for (var i = 0; i < radio.length; i++) { 
                radio[i].onclick = function () { 
                    if (this.value == 'hillshade') { 
                        map.layers.items[0].visible = true; 
                        map.layers.items[1].visible = false; 
                    } 
                    else if (this.value == 'colourshadedrelief') { 
                        map.layers.items[0].visible = false; 
                        map.layers.items[1].visible = true; 
                    } 
                    else if (this.value == 'Basemap') { 
                        map.layers.items[0].visible = false; 
                        map.layers.items[1].visible = false; 
                    } 
                }; 
            } 
        }); 
    </script> 
 
</head> 
 
<body> 
    <div id="viewDiv"> 
        <div id="basemap"> 
            <h4 id="bckgrnd_header">Flood map background: </h4> 
            <br /> 
            <input class="bckgrnd_radio" type="radio" name="backdrop" value="hillshade" 
checked="checked"> 
            <h5 class="bckgrnd_radio_header">Grayscale Hillshade</h5> 
            <br /> 
            <input class="bckgrnd_radio" type="radio" name="backdrop" 
value="colourshadedrelief"> 
            <h5 class="bckgrnd_radio_header">Colour Shaded Relief</h5> 
            <br /> 
            <input class="bckgrnd_radio" type="radio" name="backdrop" value="Basemap"> 
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            <h5 class="bckgrnd_radio_header">Satellite</h5> 
        </div> 
    </div> 
    <div class="footer_container"> 
        <div class="flood_footer"> 
            <h3>Tsunami Flood Level: <span class="flood"></span> </h3> 
        </div> 
        <input class="flood-slider" type="range" min="0" max="60" step="1" value="10"> 
        <div class="links"> 
            <a href="../">Return to Coastal Flooding Home</a> 
            <br /> 
            <a href="../docs/tsunami_user_doc.pdf" target="_blank">View Documentation</a> 
        </div> 
    </div> 
 
</body> 
</html> 
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11 Appendix D: Tide and Storm Surge Database 
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11.1 ECdata2db Python Application 

The ECdata2db application is responsible for downloading the storm surge values and tide values from 

the Environment Canada FTP server and for insert them into the Tide and Storm Surge Database (Tidal). 

The application runs on a server using a task scheduler to be run twice a day following each FTP server 

update. 

 

Figure 11-1 ECdata2db UML Package Diagram 

 

 

Figure 11-2 ECdata2db UML Class Diagram 
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11.2 Database Design 

 

Figure 11-3- Tide and Storm Surge Database Diagram 
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12 Appendix E: API Documentation for Maritime Coastal Flood Risk Map 

 

Please go to http://agrgims.cogs.nscc.ca/CoastalFlooding/api_docs/  
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